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AuraLast ® Wood

AuraLast ® Wood
Overview

AuraLast Wood Products for Today, Tomorrow…

AuraLast Wood is the result of years of research and
development, producing an exceptional pine wood that lasts
and lasts…for many years to come. The proprietary vacuumpressure process with leading-edge technology is designed
to distribute the active ingredients into the very core of the
wood for virtually 100% surface to core protection against
wood rot, termites, and water saturation. The carrier for the
active ingredients is a water-based solution; selected because

AuraLast Wood products come with
industry-leading 20-year and
lifetime limited warranties.
See www.jeld-wen.com for details.

it does NOT harm the environment with hazardous volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) found in most other traditional
wood preservation methods.

AuraLast® wood is clearly the survivor!

Made in the USA
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AuraLast Wood was put to the
test for several years in a very
harsh and humid environment.
This test hut was built directly
on top of a termite colony.

As you can see, after removing
the window from its unprotected
framework, the AuraLast Wood clearly
withstood the harsh elements of wood
rot and termite attack.
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Dur a bilit y

W e Ca re
»» 96% fewer Volatile
Organic Compounds
(VOCs) released during
manufacturing process than
traditional wood submersion/
dip treatment methods.
»» Water based solution
SAFE TO HANDLE

PROTECTS
AGAINST

compared to much harsher,
solvent based treatments.
Virtually 100% surface to core protection; nail and
screw holes or trimming and sanding will NOT compromise the
shield of AuraLast protection.

»» Longer lasting products mean less waste and
more efficient use of our natural resources.

Tes ted Relia bilit y

Be au t ifully the “bes t”

AuraLast ® Wood Protec ts Your
Greatest Investment, Your Home!

»» AuraLast Wood is colorless. The protective water
based solution process does not alter the color of the
wood's natural beauty.

TERMITES

PROTECTS AGAINST Wood Rot
AuraLast Wood achieved highest performance levels to
withstand wood rot as measured by the Window and Door

based solution process does not create offensive odors

Manufacturing Association (WDMA) industry standard.

unlike harsh solvent based treatment methods.

(WDMA T.M. 1 Soil Block test, AWPA E9-97 and AWPA E10-91)

PROTECTS AGAINST termites
Termites cause billions of dollars of damage to homes in the
United States every year. And they are aggressive; Formosan
Termites can chew through materials such as thin sheets of

WOOD ROT

soft metal, plastics, rubbers, stucco, and styrene to reach
their food source.
(Tested to highest levels of performance as measured by AWPA E1-97
standard method for laboratory evaluation to determine resistance to
subterranean termites)

PROTECTS AGAINST Water Saturation
AuraLast Wood offers superior resistance to water and
protects wood against swelling. This helps prevent the

WATER
SATURATION

»» AuraLast Wood is odorless. The protective water

window or door from sticking so it will open and close
easily regardless of weather conditions.
(Far exceeds the requirements of WDMA IS-4, T.M. 2
Swellometer Test as measured by anti-swelling efficiency.)

»» AuraLast Wood; can be stained to match any wood
tone/color application and no pre-sealers are needed

